
Hester enjoys various forms of printmaking but her favourite method is collagraph 

(also spelled collograph). Here she can combine her love of texture with fine detail. 

She has spent the past 25 years experimenting with the medium and developing new 

methods of working to suit her changing subjects. In doing so, she has created her 

own distinct and recognisable style.  

 

 

As the name suggests, a collagraph is a print made from collage materials, but in 

recent years it is has become much more than that. It is arguably the most diverse 

and varied method of creating original prints. Collagraph appeals to those that enjoy 

the repeatability and design aspect that printing from plates or blocks offers as well 

as those that prefer the spontaneity and discovery that comes from the possibilities 

of mixed-media. It can be fine and detailed or as painterly and gestural as the 

printmaker wishes. 

 

“Winter  
Fellside” 



Hester sketches her compositions first, sometimes using a mirror to see what the 

plates will look like printed.  The printing process reverses the image on the plate so 

it is crucial to remember that during its creation. Hester does this by transferring 

her drawing to the cardboard using tracing paper. She’ll start by painting on textures 

using gesso, adhesives and pastes.  

Sometimes she uses collage materials such as textured papers or dried and pressed 

plant material, she almost always uses a lot of cutting and peeling techniques and will 

sometimes scratch fine details into the varnish of the plate after she has sealed it. 

This creates an effect like a drypoint etching.  

Sketches 



When she has made her plate she seals it with a 

shellac varnish. Specialist printmaking inks are used 

to print the plate. There are a huge variety of inks 

available but Hester prefers linseed-oil based 

etching inks. For multi-coloured prints, she will 

choose between three different inking methods 

depending on the complexity of the image.  

Hester uses an etching (or cylinder) press and a set 

of woollen blankets. The inked plate is laid on the 

press, damp paper laid over the top and tissue 

paper on the top of that. The blankets are lowered 

onto the ‘sandwich’ and the press bed is wound 

through the press where the whole lot is squeezed 

together. Once wound through, the blankets are 

lifted, tissue removed and the paper carefully peeled 

away from the plate to reveal the resulting print. 

This moment is the most compelling part of 

printmaking and one that Hester never tires of. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NB some people print the raised (relief) surface of 

a collagraph plate in the same way as a linocut or 

wood engraving is printed and it is also possible to 

combine the two methods to achieve a sculptural 

effect. 

 

To ink a collagraph plate, it is important to work 

the ink into all the indentations of the plate before 

carefully wiping the excess off using scrim (tarlatan 

cloth) & tissue paper just leaving ink in the recesses 

of the plate. The more textured areas print as 

darker tones and smooth areas will wipe clean and 

print as a highlight. Unlike relief processes, such as 

Marie’s wood engravings, where the top surface of 

the plate is printed, in collagraph it is the recessed 

areas that are inked and so immense pressure is 

needed to get the paper into the indentations of 

the plate.   

For a single plate she will apply different colours to 

different areas of the design using fine paintbrushes 

and cotton buds. These are very carefully wiped 

using clean cotton buds and small pieces of tissue 

paper. The aim is to prevent the colours mixing and 

becoming ‘muddied’. This method is known as ‘à la 

poupée’. Often she will create more than one plate 

and print them in succession to layer the textures 

and colours. For example, she might make a simple 

flat base plate that she will roll up with ink using a 

large roller and this is printed onto the paper as a 

block of colour. The detailed collagraph plate is then 

printed on top of that.  


